
SCARLETT, a memory coach program on 
tablet adapted for people with cognitive  
disorders (Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, ...)

The games work without wifi.

SCARLETT

MORE THAN 30 GAMES IN THE APP

The Musical Ear Noah’s Ark Hunting Intruder The Hangman

Quizzle ColorMind ColorForm The Walker

BrainStorm Furious Cards Puzzle Plus Crazy Chessboard

As an individual

• For 3 months: $18 USD/ month/
tablet

• For the yearly subscription: $58 USD

As a professional

• Get unlimited profile for
$9 USD/ month/ tablet

PRICES



A TEXT A DAY

Cognitive functions
LEXICAL MEMORY

VERBAL FLUENCY

Here the senior has to 
remember steps of recipe
of the ingredients
composing it after having
read it. 

BRAIN STORM

GRANNY COOKS

The senior will be able to 
read a new excerpt of a 
text each day. 

Overtime, you will be 
able to see their reading 
skills improve.

The senior  has to find the 
image that appears twice
on the screen. 

You can ask them to name
the object on the image 
aloud.

The senior has to find 
the order of the 
words to make up 
famous proverbs. 

Lexical memory is the abilty to associate words with objects and remembering hteir names. 

We often use lexical memory in order to remember words someone just said to us to be able to follow 
the conversation.  

Verbal fluency is the ability to utter organized sentences (subject, verbs and complements), as well as 
the abilty to create complex sentences. 

Plus, it influences rythm of speech.

SIMILI



WELL-BEING PROGRESS AND TRENDS

Monthly history

Details for the current month

Each professional has access to their patients’ statistics
at a global and individual user level.

You may :

Review the improvement and progress of each  
person’s usage (favorite games, success rate,  current 
difficulty level).

Monitor the well-being of each user.

CALENDAR

This feature allows you to better track the 
people  you care for.

You will have access to the results on a daily,  
weekly or monthly basis, and follow the 
evolution by player (number of games played, 
average score per game etc...).

ALERTS
This feature allows you to identify in real time the users 
who  are experiencing difficulty.

Different types of alerts have been developed in 
collaboration  with our health partners :

Well-being alert
Lack of activities alert
Lower cognitive performance alert

You can then go directly into the user’s profile for more
information on how best to assist the senior

Monitoring platform
(optional) - $38/month
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